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September-October 2018

● Learned about the work of others: 
○ Stacey Konkiel’s OA ebook, The 30-Day 

Impact Challenge
○ Erin Anthony and Kelsey Sawyer’s 

one-week research impact challenge, 
presented at Transforming Research 
conference, Brown University, October 
2018. Challenge materials presented as a 
LibGuide here!

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

http://blog.impactstory.org/research-impact-challenge-ebook/
http://blog.impactstory.org/research-impact-challenge-ebook/
https://libguides.brown.edu/c.php?g=811221&p=6259275
https://libguides.brown.edu/c.php?g=811221&p=6259275


October-November 2018: 

● Discussed with supervisor. She 

recommended that I…. 

● Reach out to e-learning committee for a 

consultation about which platform to use, 

how to approach the project, etc. They 

referred me to...

● A colleague running a comparable 

program-- Chase Masters’ Tech Tip 

Tuesday--who could advise on the tool 

being used.
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December 2018: 

● Reviewed existing examples such as those 

from Brown University, Florida Gulf Coast 

University, and Duquesne University

● Decided to focus on U-M specific audience and 

target content accordingly

● Decided on two-week time frame --mainly 

because I couldn’t seem to choose just 5 

topics, but more than 10 seemed….excessive.

● Selected topics & started developing 

content--some adapted from others, some 

unique.

● Picked a date range: January 14-25

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

https://libguides.brown.edu/c.php?g=811221&p=6259275
https://fgcu.libguides.com/sc/impactchallenge
https://fgcu.libguides.com/sc/impactchallenge
https://guides.library.duq.edu/impactchallenge


Takeaways from planning: 

● Referrals through library colleagues to find the right guidance worked really well! 

● Build on pre-existing models--don’t reinvent the wheel--but, take time to consider the specific 

audience and make choices accordingly

● Model of consulting w/ colleagues & proceeding with work independently allowed for rapid 

development of the idea

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Promote: December 2018

● Created sign-up form using MailChimp
○ Only asked for email address
○ Opt-in
○ Firm commitment to limited 

timeframe--they’re not unwittingly signing 
up for a list that will spam them forever

○ Referred to U-M Communications style 
guide for colors, etc. 

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

https://vpcomm.umich.edu/brand/style-guide
https://vpcomm.umich.edu/brand/style-guide


Promote: December 2018-January 2019

● Promoted the message
○ Library newsletter (several times)
○ Subject specialists’ email group and 

announcement at selectors’ meeting
○ Sent directly to folks I knew would be 

interested (UMOR; folks I’ve consulted with 
before)

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Takeaways from promoting: 

● Send all the reminders! Don’t worry about 

repeating yourself or hitting the drum too 

hard. It works!

● Model of reaching folks through subject 

specialists works well for graduate students 

and faculty, but missed a “layer” of research 

managers/administrators I would have 

liked to reach. Think about library culture 

but also audience culture/expectations

● Be strategic about timing

● 274 subscribers in all 

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Rough demographics of participants 

● Worked with Craig Smith, Assessment specialist, who matched email address to data warehouse 

information

● ~20% library folks; ~48% faculty or staff outside the libraries;  31%  students (almost all graduate 

students)

● Spread all over campus. Departments with highest counts: English Lang & Lit. PHD (9),  Natural 

Resources and Environment MS (7), SEAS (7), Earth & Environmental Science PhD (6), Astronomy 

(6), Psychology & Women’s Studies (6), School of  Nursing (6)

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Writing/developing content: December 

2018-January 2019

Week 1: Your Scholarly online Presence

● Register your ORCID

● Claim your Google Scholar Profile

● Preserve & Share your work with a digital 

repository

● Social Media Audit

● Your personal web page

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Week 2: Introduction to Research Impact Metrics

● What I do, what’s important to me, and 

what “counts”

● Finding appropriate metrics

● The h-index (and other citation-based 

measure of impact)

● Alternative metrics

● Responsible metrics



Writing/Developing Content: December 2018 -January 2019

● Drafted the text

● Synthesized existing resources -- in the library, in the literature

● Shared with targeted colleagues for feedback

● Created template/structure in Mailchimp -- consistency of experience, connecting the dots from 

day to day

● OMG Screenshots

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Takeaways from Writing/Developing Content: December 2018 -January 2019

● You will never have enough time, but leave as much “runway” as possible

● Make use of--and feature, and credit!--the expertise of colleagues

● So much work

● Systematically  name and save  your screenshots

● Formatting will destroy your soul

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Running the challenge! January 2019

● Scheduled the messages; monitored 

progress

● Test messages, proofreading

● Set each message to go out at the same time 

each day

● Ensured that I also received the messages

● Monitored MailChimp statistics 

● Replied to one-off email queries and 

questions (including folks joining the 

challenge late)

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Takeaways from running the challenge: 

● Stats are addictive

● People wanted to join after the fact--awesome! But needed efficient ways to deliver the earlier 

content to them.

● It took basically all my time for two weeks (moreso in the second week when I was also developing 

the last days’ worth of content)

● When people hit “reply” to their daily message, their reply goes directly to the email address 

identified as the “coordinator” of the campaign in MailChimp--so ensure you’ve got the right 

person there

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



January-March 2019

What information do we have? 

● U-M Data warehouse information for demographics

● MailChimp statistics

● Unsolicited feedback from participants

● Participant survey

● Other stats, like ORCID where we see a bump in registrations on the day of the challenge

Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Mailchimp statistics key takeaways

● The percentage of subscribers who opened 

the email each day ranged from 68% (day 8, 

h-index) to 87% (day 1-ORCID) 

● The percentage of people who clicked on 

something in the email ranged from 9% (day 

3, repositories) to  29% (day 1, ORCID)



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Just wanted to say I’ve really enjoyed these over 
the past week. High yield and easy engagement.
 
Great initiative!
 
[Clinical Assistant Professor
Department of Radiology
Michigan Medicine]

Rebecca,
as you can see below, I added my ORCID link to my email 
signature. Maybe this a good idea for others too.  I was 
amazed how many of my recent pubs I found in ORCID 
through "Crossref Metadata Search". Curious email 
recipients now get an overview of my published work with 
one click. This saved a lot of time for me and my students bc 
in the past we have links pubs manually to the publication 
list on my lab website. Which was cumbersome and not very 
efficient since many links died over the years. 
Again, thank you for the nice challenges,

[Associate Professor, Dept of Psychology]

Unsolicited feedback: 



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Participant survey: 

● Qualtrics

● Worked with Craig Smith and Meghan 

Musolff to design survey and analyze 

results

● Tried to get feedback on both format of 

challenge and content of challenge

● Sent survey out to all subscribers, 79 

people completed it



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Participant survey: What we learned about the format of the challenge

● More than half of respondents found out about the challenge via email from their departments

● 65% felt that daily emails were “just right;” 30% thought it was too much (no one wanted more!)

● 64% felt that two weeks was a good length of time; 22% felt it was too long

● Various suggestions about how to reduce intensity: from shorter daily activities to sending the 

messages weekly over a semester instead of daily for a short period

● Everyone said they liked email as opposed to some other medium or app

● Interesting feedback on time of day: I chose first thing in the morning on weekdays but some 

suggested Friday afternoons or weekends would fit their workload better



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate
Participant survey: What we learned about the content of 
the challenge: 

● 65% of respondents had already registered an 
ORCID, 50% had already claimed their Google 
scholar profile, but most of the rest of the activities 
were new

● Online presence seemed to be the easier sell. The 
last three days of the challenge had ⅓ of 
respondents indicating they had no intention of 
doing the challenge

● The “most liked” activities were the first three days; 
“least liked” were the last three. Meaningful?

● For each activity, from 38-50% of respondents 
indicated they learned something. Never more than 
50%!  



Plan - Execute - Assess - Iterate

Participant survey: Do people want more? 

● 95% said they would participate in a future research impact challenge with new activities

● Combining the “yes” and the “depends on the topic” answers, more than 95% of respondents said 

they would be interested in participating in a future email challenge on a different topic

● 72% said they’d be likely to access the materials from this challenge again or share them with 

others

● Overall open-ended feedback was quite positive, most suggestions for improvement were to 

spread out the activities so not so overwhelming. One suggestion for wrap up event to let people 

meet one another.  



Celebrate!

Appreciate!



Ideate - Consult - Adapt - Execute - Assess - Iterate

● Anyone interested in using this model for a different topic? Please do! Happy to 

consult/collaborate if appropriate or if you are interested.
○ Future topics of interest from our survey results: accessibility, how to actually do promotion/public outreach, 

intersections of research and pedagogy, NIH requirements, Resources to find scholarly literature, grant 
proposal writing, scholcomm/copyright/open access, privacy, managing your personal digital archive, intro to 
library resources in general, publication/manuscript submission process, finding the right publication venue, 
digital humanities, hard-to-find/little known research resources, impact in your field beyond the scholarly 
publication

● Best format to preserve and provide ongoing access to the materials? 
○ LibGuides, Canvas modules, handouts, Google site, Box.com, Deep Blue, etc.?



Thank you!


